International Dolphin Watch (IDW)
Has an unblemished reputation as a non-profit organisation
dedicated to helping dolphins since it was founded by
Dr Horace Dobbs in 1978.

Friends of IDW
NEWSLETTER
JUNE/JULY 2009
I N TERN ATI ON AL D OLPH I N W ATCH ( I D W )
I S A GLOBAL FAM I LY OF D OLPH I N LOVERS
HELPING DOLPHINS AND PEOPLE
In the past, members communicated via the printed journal DOLPHIN.
Now information on the many activities of IDW including: conservation, dolphin
watching, books, conferences, dolphin shop etc. is disseminated much faster and
more efficiently via electronic Newsletters that can be downloaded with the click of a
mouse.
Please feel free to pass this Newsletter on to others. If they would like to be notified
when a new Newsletter is issued, plus information on its contents, contact: Kris email
mailto:idw@talk21.comm
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EDUCATION
EDUCATION is one of the major activities of
Friends of IDW

DILO BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS AND LIBRARIES WORLDWIDE

*A SPECIAL 25% DISCOUNT*
To browse the online shop click below:
http://www.idw.org/html/dolphin_shop.html
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D ilo s W or ld H a s N o Bou n da r ie s
Dilo Makes Friends now available in German
Dilo Makes Friends by Horace Dobbs Dilo schließt Freundschaften is now available in German.
It is published by Dilo Stern publishing house.
For further information visit the DILO STERN SHOP web site http://www.dilo-stern.de.
In June, Raimund and Anita attended a fair trade called joie de vivre (love of life) where they
presented the Dilo books in German

.
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Dilo Brings Joy in Czech Republic
DILO IN PRAGUE
1st June Prague celebrated Children s Day
and this day was also important for Dilo.
Dilo and the Call of the Deep now available
in Czech (edition in hardback).
To order your copy Email: mailto:valpurga@evolutionlight.com

Walburga and the Dilo Team
in the Czech Republic

Walburga introduces a Dilo show to a group with special needs
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A Magical Dilo Play at the Institute for Mentally Disabled in Prague with
Specially Composed Music

Walburga reported to Horace Dobbs:
Your book has generated a lot of interest and it inspired a range of meetings. I have
prepared a presentation of Dilo to be used at different events (libraries, schools etc).
The theatre play was inspired by the Dilo book. Two teachers prepared this play with
children and it will be used for teaching.
Adults but mainly children love to stay in this silken atmosphere.
The CD was created at the Institute as the Dilo theme tune and the artist is currently
working on the entire symphony. After the performance we painted and modelled together.

Note from Editor: In his books, Horace introduces the notion that Dilo has a mission. But
he keeps his readers guessing as to just what that mission is. Well I, as the Editor, can let
you into a secret. Dilo has several missions. One of them is to make adults and children
alike aware of the beauty and diversity of life in the sea. A second is to make everyone
aware of the need for conservation in order that our wonderful undersea heritage can be
experienced and enjoyed by future generations.
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Dilo and the Isle of the Gods Serialisation: CHAPTER 4

Dilo and the Isle of the Gods Serialisation -

Continued:

passenger, she grunted to herself. But he will
soon find out.
Tina stayed still on the surface waiting for the sun
to disappear. At the very moment it finally slid
from view there was a vivid green flash. It spread
across the heavens like sheet lightening. For a split
second the skies turned pale green. Then it was
gone and the sea glowed with tangerine light once
more.
A green flash was a very rare sight. Tina had only
seen it once before in her long life.
Is that a signal that something momentous is
about to happen? she asked herself. Has it
anything to do with the dolphin with a star on his
fin?
She couldn t answer the question of course. But it
was something to ponder on as she paddled
through the night, steadily making her own way to
The Isle of the Gods.
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The green flash
AS TINA WAS GIVING DILO
DIRECTIONS ONE OF HER REMORAS
LET GO AND SWAM AWAY. It made
straight for the dolphin. Dilo was so
engrossed he didn t notice it attach itself just
behind his dorsal fin. He felt a slight itch and
waggled his body to get rid of it. It didn t go.
Dilo soon forgot about it.
By he time the turtle had finished telling Dilo
how to get to the Isle of the Gods the sun was
slipping towards the distant horizon. The surface
of the sea was glowing with orange light. Soon it
would be dark.
Dilo wasn t bored anymore. The Isle of the Gods
beckoned him. He was setting off on a new
adventure.
Tina watched Dilo race away with the remora
stuck on his back.
That dolphin is so excited he hasn t noticed
he s got a

Page 25

Page 24

CHAPTER 5

will be in the next issue of the Friends of IDW Newsletter.

An electronic copy of the complete book can be downloaded from
http://www.lulu.com/content/2713995

A hard copy of Dilo and the Isle of the Gods can be ordered through
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html
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NEWS/CONSERVATION
British sea bed 'trawled into a wasteland'
Jonathan Leake, Environment Editor
The Sunday Times, June 21, 2009
Though still an island, Britain is now surrounded by desert. New research has shown that repeated
trawling has turned much of the sea bed around the UK into a barren wasteland.
Scientists using deep sea photography and painstaking analysis of hundreds of years of fishing
records have discovered an underwater terrain, once rich in species such as oysters, that has now
largely been denuded of life.
Their study also suggests that Britain s coastal waters may have turned from sparkling blue towards
a dirty greyer colour, partly because of the destruction of shellfish beds.
Centuries of trawler activity have exposed the sea s muddy bottom, allowing silt and sediment to
rise up into the water.
These changes have taken place over such a long time that humans cannot see them happening,
said Callum Roberts, professor of marine biology at York University. Fishing, especially trawling,
has destroyed sea life and left us surrounded by a marine desert.
Overfishing has become a global political problem with a recent report by the United Nations Food
and Agriculture Organisation warning that 28% of the world s fisheries stocks are at or near
collapse.
Earlier this month the actors Greta Scacchi and Colin Firth joined forces with campaigners to
publicise The End of the Line, a film highlighting the destruction of bluefin tuna stocks.
Roberts s research, part of a three-year study, has traced fishing records from as far back as 800
years, when trawling began, to measure its impact on the sea bed.
Trawling large nets being dragged along the sea floor
was initially banned around much of
Europe because fishermen recognised its destructive nature. By the 19th century, however, the
advent of steam-powered fishing vessels made the potential profits irresistible, leading to
restrictions on trawling being overturned.
Roberts and his colleagues have unearthed accounts of what the nets brought up from the sea bed at
the time and have found them to be significantly different from today s hauls.
They discovered that 19th-century catches included millions of shellfish, along with corals,
sponges, sea anemones and other creatures that grow out of the sea bed.
Fishermen describe in the records how their catches changed once trawlers had been through an
area, with hooks and nets picking up vast mats of seaweed and other debris ripped from the bottom.
The picture that emerges is that the bottom of our seas was largely covered in thick layers of
shellfish and other sea life, said Roberts. It also supported a huge population of fish and kept the
water clean. Now it has almost all gone.
Jason Hall-Spencer, a marine biologist at the University of Plymouth, has found that many parts of
Britain s sea bed are trawled as often as 20 times a year. He has used underwater cameras attached
to nets to film their impact.
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Imagine lowering a giant net into an orchard and then towing it through to collect apples, he said.
It would destroy the life on which the harvest depends. The damage we are doing to the sea bed
affects the whole marine ecosystem. We are degrading the seas on which we depend.
Fish stocks have suffered drastically. In 1956 the British distant-water fishing fleet brought 8.36m
tons of fish back to shore. By 1997 the entire UK fleet landed only 816,000 tons, and by 2007 that
had fallen to 600,000 tons.
Roberts estimates that fish populations are now a tiny fraction of their natural level. The North Sea
was so full of sharks that they even occasionally killed sailors, he said. Today they are all gone.
In those rare waters that have not been trawled recently, mainly because they receive military
protection, the contrast in marine life is stark. In Plymouth Sound, a military harbour, there are the
biggest oysters in British waters and rare bivalves, such as a foot-long fanshell can thrive because of
the absence of trawlers, said Hall-Spencer.
There have been similar revivals in the few tiny areas set aside for marine reserves, such as the
waters around Lundy Island in the Bristol Channel, where 2ft sponges are now common.
Such areas could become more numerous if the Marine Bill, now going through parliament,
becomes law. Worldwide, however, the damage seems likely to increase.

Celebrity white humpback Migaloo marks start of
Australian whale season
Sophie Tedmanson in Sydney
The Times July 2, 2009
Migaloo and friend
photographed off
Queensland in 2004
(Adam Ward/Sydney's Daily
Telegraph)

Whale watching season has begun in Australia and the star attraction of the annual migration
Migaloo, a rare white humpback made his first appearance off the eastern coast this week.
The white Eastern Australian humpback celebrity, who was spotted off the coast of northern NSW,
causes so much interest during his annual swim up to northern Queensland that the local
environment authorities this week declared him a special interest whale and threatened to issue
hefty fines for anyone who gets too close.
There is now a 500m (1,600ft) exclusion zone around Migaloo for boats and jet skis, and aircraft
must not venture closer than 2,000ft above.
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The Queensland Environment Minister Kate Jones said anyone found in breach of these conditions
faces a fine of up to $16,500 (£8,100). For other whales, the limits are 100m (350ft) for a boat and
300m (1,000ft) for jet skis and other watercraft, with a maximum penalty of $12,000 (£5,800).
Migaloo has been declared a special-interest whale, granting him more space to swim up the
Queensland coast, Ms Jones said.
The whale-watching regulations are there to protect the whales, but also to protect people from
these huge, unpredictable mammals. Adult humpbacks can weigh more than a fully-loaded semitrailer so you need to stay out of their way.
Southern Cross University whale researcher Dave Paton spotted Migaloo at Evans Head, just south
of Byron Bay near the border of Queensland and NSW, on Tuesday morning and said he was in
good spirits and looked healthy. He was by himself and just cruising along looking very relaxed,
Mr Paton, who has seen Migaloo six times over the past decade, told The Times.
Migaloo is about 20 years old and weighs approximately 40 tonnes. He was first sighted off Cape
Byron the eastern most point in Australia - in 1991 and is usually spotted once a year during the
annual whale migration.
Migaloo is named after the Aboriginal word for white fella and is so popular there are two
websites and at least four Facebook pages dedicated to him. There is even an album of whale songs
being produced which features Migaloo s distinctive song:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grRuw1cE9LU
He is one of approximately 11,000 humpbacks who migrate from their feeding ground in Antarctica
to different parts of the world each southern winter.
Many of them head for the coasts of New Zealand and Australia where they congregate in the
tropical waters of the Great Barrier Reef and Harvey Bay in far north Queensland for mating,
birthing and calving.
From the end of June and early July the whales can regularly be seen along the eastern Australian
coastline, where whale watching has turned into a popular pastime and lucrative ecotourism
business for the winter season, which lasts until November when the humpbacks head back to
Antarctica to feed on krill.
Juanita Ryder from Sydney s True Blue Cruises said this week they have been taking up to 100
people a day including many tourists from the UK and Europe for a $75 (£37) boat trip outside
the heads of Sydney Harbour to watch the whales as they swim past in the Tasman Sea.
At Harvey Bay in Queensland, whale watching tour operators were this week busy preparing for
their annual visitors.
Jill Perry, who has run Harvey Bay Whale Watch with her husband Brian for the past 23 years, said
they see on average up to 500 whales and take approximately 12,000 people on whale watching
tours each season. Another popular location for sightings is the cliffs at Cape Byron, where most of
the whale group converge before moving north again.
Wally Franklin, a whale researcher and director of The Oceania Project based at Byron Bay, said
the population of the migrating humpbacks is improving. However he added the population is still
only 20 per cent of what it was before the last period of commercial whaling in Australia in the late
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1960s. He said by the time whaling ceased, the humpback population had been reduced to only 150
individual whales.
Mr Franklin, who later this month will head to Harvey Bay for his annual research expedition, said
Migaloo s distinctive appearance means he is an ambassador for the humpbacks. His white
colouring gives him special significance, and he certainly demands respect because of that, Mr
Franklin, who is producing an album of whale songs which features Migaloo s song, said.
And because he is so distinctive and so well known he is somewhat of an ambassador for his
group of whales. It s quite an extraordinary experience to be in his presence.
Editor s Note: Wally Franklin was featured as Personality of the Month in the May 2007 Friends
of IDW Newsletter http://www.newsletter.dolphinfriend.com/html/newsletters_2006_7.html . Trish
and Wally Franklin founded The Oceania Project in 1988. The Oceania Project is a Not-for-profit
research and information organisation dedicated to the Conservation and Protection of Whales,
Dolphins and the Oceans.
http://www.oceania.org.au/expedition/caring.html

Australian National Whale Day
Port Stephens NSW
Report from Andrew Parker, DolphCom Solutions
http://www.dolphcom.com.au/
On Saturday the 6th of June instigated by the legendary
Frank Future of Imagine cruises and Justina Nicholson
from Moonshadow, we were told to gather at Shoal Bay
beach to build a whale.
Frank sent out a flyer with a superimposed whale drawn
on the beach to give people an idea of what we might
expect. A small ad was placed in the local rag and the
date was set. The opening day of the whale season it
would be.
Frank shared what he needed and between our collective communities we set about gathering the
300 people we felt we required to make our statement SAVE! and the body of a Humpback whale
traced with human spirit in the ancient sands of Tomaree.
Frank and his band of trusty
helpers were there bright and
early and between us, using
bamboo poles we set out a
brilliant whale outline with the
call "build it and they will
come" in the air.
And come they did, in their
droves. Children and parents,
mothers, fathers and
grandparents, aunts and uncle's
and the holidaying throngs,
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everyone who heard the call came along that day and kept coming. We had over 400 people in our
whale and even got to colour co-ordinate with white shirts to the belly and pec fins and the photos
are sensational!!
NBN held a piece on the evening news, we filmed our efforts from the air via helocopter. Ray Alley
of printzofwhales.com has credit for these great aerial shots.
All in all we had a fantastic time, as an organiser I would like to thank everyone who attended for
their patience and good humour as it took a while to get everyone in place and ready with all the
children on their best behavior it was a breeze.
And ORRCA will receive around $1000 from the proceeds of the participating cruise operators as
well!

Campaign Whale
PLEASE HELP US STOP ICELAND S WHALE KILLERS!
Iceland has begun killing whales again. Already Icelandic whalers have set sail
to begin the cruel slaughter of a I00 minke and 150 endangered fin whales this
summer.
You can also help by writing to leading retailers telling them you wish to avoid Icelandic fish and
prawns until whaling is ended. Tell them you want these items labelled with country of origin.
Please also sign our campain pledge on our web site at http://www.campaign-whale.org/.
If you care about whales help us to:
Campaign to save and properly enforce the existing commercial whaling ban
Campaign against Japanese 'scientific' whaling in the Pacific and Antarctic.
Campaign against Norwegian whaling.
Campaign against Icelandic whaling.
Campaign to end the mass slaughter of dolphins and porpoises in Japan and elsewhere.
Campaign for the protection of all whales and dolphins not covered by the ban on whaling.
Campaign against plans to drill for oil & gas in the endangered western gray whales' feeding
grounds.
Promote further research into environmental threats to whales, dolphins and their habitats.
Campaign against the Faroese pilot whale hunt.
Campaign against the use of military sonar that kills whales.
Promote whale watching as a commercial alternative to whaling.

IFAW
http://www.ifaw.org/splash.php
Clearly, the public understands the inherent cruelty of whaling. But that's not the only reason for
Iceland to end whaling. Iceland's already fragile economy risks further damage because of
international opposition to whaling, which is likely to have a negative impact on its tourism
industry and other economic interests. And it's also completely unnecessary - in Iceland and
elsewhere there is little appetite for whale meat. So whales suffer slow and agonising deaths only
for their meat to sit unsold in frozen storage.
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So it's clear that it's in Iceland's best interest to stop whaling. Now let's tell them so.
Please help us stop this cruel and unnecessary hunt by writing to the new Icelandic Prime Minister,
Johanna Sigurdardottir. Ask her to halt Iceland's whaling, and encourage her to protect whales and
Iceland's whale watching industry - a humane alternative to the cruelty of whaling. Click here to tell
Iceland's Prime Minister that whales are worth for more alive than dead http://e-activist.com/eacampaign/clientcampaign.do?ea.client.id=15&ea.campaign.id=3641

Robbie Marsland
Director, IFAW United Kingdom

Whale- watching 'worth billions'
By Richard Black
Environment correspondent, BBC News, Madeira

Whale watching generates far more money than whale hunting, according to a
report released at the International Whaling Commission (IWC) meeting here.
Worldwide, the industry now generates about $2.1bn per year, it says.
The group commissioning the report, the International Fund for Animal Welfare (Ifaw), says
whaling countries would gain from a switch to whale watching.
However, Iceland's delegate here said the two industries were compatible and could grow together.
Iceland recently announced a major expansion of its fin whale hunt and plans to take 150 of the
animals this year, along with up to 100 minke whales.
"As governments sit here [at the IWC] debating what to do about whaling, their people are showing
the way," said Patrick Ramage, director of Ifaw's whale programme.
"Whale watching is clearly more environmentally sustainable and economically beneficial than
hunting, and whales are worth far more alive than dead," he told BBC News.
The report follows on the heels of an analysis commissioned by another organisation opposed to
whaling, WWF, which suggested that the Japanese and Norwegian hunts were a net cost to their
governments.
For futher information visit http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/8114353.stm .
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Teens Against Whaling - Postcards 4 Preservation
July 2009
http://www.teensagainstwhaling.net

P4P is all about you and what you want to say about the preservation of whales. Teens Against
Whaling has joined forces with highly environmentally conscious Billabong to help Save The
Whales once and for all.
After attending 2 IWC's, travelling to Japan and starting my own organisation, it has come to my
attention there is no open and shut case on the view of people on any one subject. So why should
whaling be any different.
Politicians and world leaders have seen petitions agreeing against whaling, this time we are giving
them something different. Here's your chance to go a little bit further and explain just why you dont
want this cruel and needless slaughter.
This is for all you guys that want your voice heard. This campaign is about everyone getting
involved. It s about putting your ideas forward.
This is not just any small campaign. This will be Teens Against Whaling biggest campaign yet.
In fact we want over 1 million. That s right a million, that s no small number and we need
your help.
We want to present the 1 million signatures to the President of The United States, President Barack
Obama. It seems impossible to get a meeting with the most powerful man in the world, but I believe
that a million postcards can t be ignored.
This is about us working together. Its time to put aside all our differences and disputes.
Organisations must work together to achieve the common goal. We must join forces this time more
than ever.
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It s time to take a little lesson from a child. The words that come from a child are the purest ever
spoken , not yet tarnished by the world, economics, politics or world trade agreements. The way to
stop this is to join forces.
Check out our new website at
www.teensagainstwhaling.net for more information or Email Monique Bortoli:
mailto:monique@teensagainstwhaling.net

Skye and Clancy
Teens Against Whaling
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Good News for Right Whales
By Sarah Wren
Nature Canada, 18th June 2009
Endangered North Atlantic Right Whales received some good news this week. The federal
government has formally identified their critical habitat under the Species at Risk Act (SARA) in
their two main Atlantic Canadian feeding grounds, and now they must protect it. These areas, the
Grand Manan Basin located at the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, and the Roseway Basin located off
the southeastern tip of Nova Scotia, are home to an abundance of copepods, which are the whales'
main food source.
These areas will offer much needed protection for an endangered species that is down to around 400
individuals. The whale was hunted to critically low numbers in the past, and its recovery is now
hampered by the threat of strikes from ships and entanglement in fishing gear. The whales are
slowly recovering, with 39 calves born this winter in their wintering grounds off the coast of
Florida. Protection of their Canadian feeding areas as critical habitat will help to ensure that the
species continues on the path towards recovery.
This is also a good news story for the implementation of the Species at Risk Act. All too often,
recovery strategies for endangered and threatened species are finalized without the identification of
areas of critical habitat for the species, even when there is much available science that can be used
to identify those areas. In this case, when the draft recovery strategy for North Atlantic Right Whale
was published with only one critical habitat area proposed, scientists and environmentalists told the
Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) that enough is known about the Roseway and Grand
Manan Basins to declare them both critical habitat areas for the species.
DFO agreed and did the right thing to protect the Right Whale. I hope this is the beginning of a
positive trend from the federal government for the protection of our species at risk.
Further information on
http://www.calgaryherald.com/Technology/Feds+step+protect+endangered+right+whales/1706266/
story.html

Mother and calf North
Atlantic right whale
from the Canada/U.S.
population along the
Atlantic coast.

photo: Handout, U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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Delta- wing dolphins share jet fighter's design
Jonathan Leake
The Sunday Times, June 21, 2009
The speed and agility of dolphins and porpoises, one of nature s great mysteries, can now be partly explained
by their ability to deploy flippers in the same delta wing pattern as jet fighters.
Researchers have found that the swept-back design is used by the sea mammals to generate lift while
minimising drag from the water a similar mechanism to that used by aircraft.
Tiny twists to the flippers can also generate sharp changes in direction

the key to agility.

The discovery could help explain how they are able to reach extraordinary speeds, such as the 20mph
achieved by the striped dolphin. In theory, such speeds in water should generate so much friction that the
creature should never be able to sustain them
or so researchers have thought.
However, Frank Fish from West Chester University, Pennsylvania, worked with the US Naval Academy and
other researchers to build up exact profiles of the flippers of seven species, from the Amazon river dolphin
and pygmy sperm whale to the striped dolphin. The shapes were analysed with computerised tomography of
real flippers, and the researchers built exact scale models for testing in a water tunnel, they told a meeting of
the American Physical Society.
We found that swept-back flippers generate lift like modern delta-wing aircraft, said Fish, who discovered
that bottlenoses, which are also found around Britain, are among the fastest dolphins.

Thank you to John Eveleigh for sending us this great
picture to share with Friends of IDW.
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FRIENDS NEWS
Vida Marina Foundation
http://www.divinedolphin.com/
Film of dolphins and whales, Drake Bay, Costa Rica
Thank you to the Vida Marina Foundation for sending us this amazing video of the dolphins and
whales that live in or pass through the Drake Bay, Costa Rica area. Click on this link where you
will be transported to the world of dolphins and whales!
http://blip.tv/file/2249571?filename=DivinedolphinCaminoAzulTheDolphinsWhalesOfCostaRica299.wmv

Humpback Whale and Dolphin trip August 9-15 in Costa Rica
Welcome to an ocean wonderland where you can be a part of creating a protected marine sanctuary
through Vida Marina Foundation's incredible Dolphin and Whale Research Tours.

For information visit http://www.divinedolphin.com/humpback.htm.
Oceansessence
http://www.oceansessence.com/
...swim with the dolphins!
Our Magical Dolphins tour will be running from Wednesday the 26th
August - Sunday 30th August.
Our tours are booked in the quiet season to ensure you have a relaxed stay
and great encounters with our finned friends.
You'll also enjoy relaxing meditations,
a magical foot massage and learn a
majestic way to breathe - the way dolphins do.
Five spaces for this once in a lifetime experience have just opened up, so
don t delay - book now!
Contact Michelle for more information.
You ll n e ve r for ge t you r t im e w it h t h e dolph in s.
Tel: 27 11 786- 1268 Mobile: 082 458 1302
E- mail: michelle@oceansessence.com
Website: http://www.oceansessence.com
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Wild Ocean Adventures with Jacqueline Russell

Last chance - very low late deal price on:
July 11th-17th 2009 (6 nights)
Bahamas dolphin snorkel expedition with free scuba for divers
Just 2 spaces available e-mail me for all time low price.
July 26th-31st 2009 (5 nights)
Bahamas dolphin snorkel expedition with free scuba for divers
Reduced to $1475. For repeat customers I can let you come for $1375.
February 20th-27th 2010 (7 nights)
Silver Bank humpback whale snorkel expedition
Reduced to $2795 if deposit is received before July 10th.
After July 10th I can not offer any discount and price will go back to $3095 or $3295
depending on cabin category.
I can give you a 5% discount code for American Airlines flights from any destination world
wide.
For before or after you dolphin expedition I can also give you a discount rate at the
http://www.PatioIsland.com resort on beautiful Singer Island Florida (where the sea turtles
nest every night March-September).
For details visit http://www.WildOceanAdventures.com
Email Jacqueline Russell: mailto:wildoceanadventures@hotmail.com
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
THIS IS YOUR NEWSLETTER - PLEASE KEEP YOUR STORIES COMING

WE ARE CREATING A GLOBAL N ETW ORK OF D OLPH I N
LOVERS THAT CARE ABOUT OTHERS AND THE EARTH
WE SHARE.
Email your news and comments on articles in our newsletters to me at
mailto:jackieconnell@btinternet.com.
The Friends of IDW Newsletter is FREE but if you would like to support the work of IDW to
help dolphins and people, you can still make a donation through the Dolphin Shop
http://www.dolphinfriend.com/html/dolphin_shop.html.
Friends of IDW can advertise on http://www.dolphinfriend.com. Email our Webmaster Terry
Connell on mailto:terry.connell1@btinternet.com
International Dolphin Watch has always striven to encourage youngsters to take part in dolphin
activities. I hope therefore, that you will enrol as many children as you can to become DOLPHIN
FRIENDS and encourage them to contribute to future Newsletters.

Jackie Connell
EDITOR
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